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1a.) Notes from Picture of Water drops in Type I Projectile Motion:

1b.) DEMO:  Type I Projectile Motion suspended: Balls on strings. 
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  Assuming it takes 2.75  seconds for the red ball to hit the ground, show the work required to determine . 

Δy = voy =  vfy =

Δx = vox = vfx =  

Use a blue mirror equation to determine the g on this planet? 

Now for the tough question: Assuming it has a similar density and shape as the Earth, what is the diameter of 

this “planet”?



2.) A rifle is aimed horizontally at a target 100.0 ft feet away. The bullet hits the target 3.0 inches below the 

aiming point.  What is the muzzle velocity (vo) of the rifle in miles/hour?  

3.) A student threw a ball horizontally out of a window 8.00 m above the ground. It landed on the ground a 

horizontal distance of 10.0 m from the window. What was the initial  velocity of the ball?

4. Crazy Joe Clayton challenges the local pistol firing champion to a $500 target shooting contest after a night 
of moonshining and “women”.  The bull’s eye is three feet above the ground. Crazy Joe holds his pistol five 
feet above the ground so that the muzzle is parallel to the ground.  If the bullet strikes the target 0.50 sec after 
it leaves the gun, how far below the bull’s eye did it strike?  
Required Drawing:

5.) A marble with a speed of 60.0 cm/sec rolls off the edge of a table 80.0 cm off the floor. How far from the 
point where the marble leaves the table top will it hit the floor? (Hint: You will need Pythagorean’s Theorem)
Required drawing:

answers:       2.) 545 mph        3.) 7.83 m/s     4.) 2.0 ft below the target        5.) 83.6 cm


